Esri Production Mapping: An Introduction

Goals of the workshop

- Introduce and demonstrate Esri Production Mapping components in a sample workflow.
- Introduce workflows using ArcGIS Workflow Manager and Task Assistant Manager.
- Manage data and maps using product library.
- Present Feature Manager and production editing functionality.
- Present ArcGIS Data Reviewer and its quality control functionality.
- Present map production functionality using production cartography.

Major topics covered

- Overview of Esri Production Mapping.
- Creating, executing, and managing jobs using ArcGIS Workflow Manager.
- Using business rules such as batch jobs, field configurations, feature level metadata, and VST symbology from the product library throughout data production.
- Performing on-the-fly validation, and managing attributes and templates using Feature Manager.
- Quality control in a managed workflow.
- Automated and visual tools for data validation using ArcGIS Data Reviewer.
- Working with cartographic data and symbology.
- Managing control and versions of cartographic products using product library.